In the present work considering the contributions of the daughter nuclear charge and the orbital angular momentum taken away by the emitted proton, we propose a two-parameter formula of new Geiger-Nuttall law for proton radioactivity. A set of universal parameters of this law is obtained by fitting 44 experimental data of proton emitters in the ground state and isomeric state. The calculated results can reproduce the experimental data well. For a comparison, the calculations performed using other theoretical methods, such as UDLP proposed by Qi et al. [Phys. Rev. C 85, 011303(R) (2012)], the CPPM-Guo2013 analyzed by our previous work [Deng et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 55, 58 (2019)] and the modified Gamow-like model proposed by us [Chen et al., J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 96, 065107 (2019)] are also included.
Introduction
The study of exotic nuclei far away from the β-stability line has become a very interesting topic both from the experimental and theoretical points of view with continuous development of the radioactive ion beam facilities. The investigation of exotic nuclei has led to the discovery of a new form of radioactivity-proton radioactivity. In 1960, Goldansky [1] reported the limits of stability of neutron-deficient isotopes with respect to proton radioactivity. The proton radioactivity was firstly observed in an isomeric state of 53 Co in 1970 by Jackson et al. [2, 3] . Subsequently, Hofmann et al. and Klepper et al. detected the proton emission from nuclear ground states in 151 Lu [4] and 147 Tm [5] independently. Up to now, there are about 29 proton emitters decaying from their ground states and 15 different nuclei choosing to emit protons from their isomeric states, which have been identified between Z = 53 and Z = 83 [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . A detailed account on the summary of the experimental information on ground and isomeric state proton emitters is reported by Sonzogni in Ref. [6] and by Blank and Borge in Ref. [9] .
The proton radioactivity can be processed by the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation method since this process can be treated as a simple quantum tunneling effect through a potential barrier. Based on this method, a lot of models have been proposed to deal with the proton radioactivity such as Woods-Saxon-type potential [14] [15] [16] , the effective interactions of density-dependent M3Y (DDM3Y) [17] [18] [19] , Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux (JLM) [18] , the unified fission model (UFM) [20, 21] , the generalized liquid-drop model (GLDM) [10, 22] , the singlefolding model (SFM) [8] , the modified two-potential approach (MTPA) [11, 23] , the Gamow-like model (GLM) [24, 25] and the Coulomb and proximity potential model (CPPM) [12, 26, 27] . For more details about different theories of proton radioactivity, the readers are referenced to Ref. [28] . Since the half-life of the proton radioactivity strongly depends on the decay energy Q p as well as the orbital angular momentum l taken away by the emitted proton, it is indispensable for the process of proton radioactivity to investigate the effects of angular momentum such as being a centrifugal energy term in models or a pivotal correlation in empirical formulas. Based on this theoretical basis, several of empirical formulas included different forms of Q p and l are also proposed to calculate the half-life of proton radioactivity [7, 13, [29] [30] [31] . In this work, based on the Geiger-Nuttal(G-N) law [32] we propose an analytic formula that is more convenient for using in the investigation of proton radioactivity. This formula is the relation of proton radioactivity half-life T 1/2 , decay energy Q p , the charge of the daughter nucleus Z d and orbital angular momentum l. While the parameters are obtained by fitting the experimental data of proton radioactivity.
This article is organized as follows. The details of empirical linear equations, spin-parity selection rule and Q value are given in Section 2. The new G-N law, detailed calculations and discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 4.
The theoretical method 2.1 Empirical linear equations
The first significant correlation between the half-life of α decay process and the decay energy Q α of the emitted α particle was found by Geiger and Nuttall [32] , and the Geiger-Nuttall law is written as
Where a and b are the two isotopic chain-dependent parameters of this formula. In order to extend the G-N law to non-isotopes, Brown [33] proposed a universal scaling law with determined the contribution of the charge of the daughter nucleus for α decay half lives of even-even parents (l = 0 decays). It is expressed as
where Z d is the charge number of the daughter nucleus. However, since most proton emitters have different proton numbers and the emitted proton takes nonzero orbital angular momentum, the above two empirical formula can not be fully applicable to the study of proton radioactivity. In 2006, Delion et al. [7] proposed the first empirical formula for the reduced half-life of proton radioactivity in proton decay processes. The slope parameter is the Coulomb parameter with the charge of the daughter nucleus. This formula is divided into two ranges and written as
here the parameters are as follows
Where T red is the reduced half-life corrected by the centrifugal barrier.
/ is the Coulomb parameter with and µ being the reduced Planck constant and the reduced mass of the proton-daughter system, respectively. Q p is the decay energy of proton. Since T red is subtracted from the contribution of the centrifugal barrier, Eq. (3) contains non the influence of orbital angular momentum. For determining the contribution of the charge of the daughter nucleus in the proton radioactivity half-life, Budaca et al . [13] employ the Brown-type empirical formula to study the proton radioactivity half-life based on orbital angular momentum classifications. This formula can be written as
where the parameters are as follows β = 0.73, for l = 0, 2 nuclei β = 0.85, for l = 3, 5 nuclei.
Here β is a particular power parameter of dependence on Z d . l is the orbital angular momentum taken away by the emitted proton. To verify the information of proton radioactivity half-life, Sreeja et al . [31] follow the Browntype empirical formula to propose a new formula with including orbital angular momentum l dependence, it is expressed as
where the power dependence on Z d fitting by experiment data is 0.8. The values of adjustable parameters a, b, c and d determined by 44 experimental data of proton radioactivity nuclei are as follows
Above all, considering the contributions of the charge of daughter nucleus and orbital angular momentum, the G-N law can be applied to the study of proton radioactive half-life. In this work, we propose a two-parameter formula of new G-N law for proton radioactivity. The detailed discussion of the new G-N law is given in Section 3.
Spin-parity selection rule and Q value
The proton emission from nuclei obeys the spin-parity conservation laws
where J p , π p , J d , π d , J p ι and π p ι are spin and parity values of the parent, daughter and outgoing proton, respectively. The proton has a nonzero value of spin and positive parity, therefore the minimal value of angular momentum at the proton transition is obtained slightly different from α decay [34] . It is expressed as
for even ∆ j and π p = π d , ∆ j + 1 for even ∆ j and π p = π d , ∆ j for odd ∆ j and π p = π d , ∆ j + 1 for odd ∆ j and π p = π d ,
where
The decay energy Q p [12] is generically calculated by
where ∆M p , ∆M d and ∆M p ι are, correspondingly, the mass excess of parent and daughter nuclei and emitted proton. The experimental data of mass excess ∆M p and ∆M d are taken from the latest evaluated nuclear properties table NUBASE2016 [35] and the latest evaluated atomic mass table AME2016 [36, 37] . The term k(Z ε p −Z ε d ) represents the screening effect of the atomic electrons [38] , where k = 8.7 eV, ε = 2.517 for Z ≥ 60, and k = 13.6 eV, ε = 2.408 for Z < 60 [39] .
Results and discussions
Combining the above empirical linear equations, and considering all the available proton radioactivity experimental data, the G-N law can also be employed in studying the half-life proton radioactivity for the isotopes with being the same orbital angular momentum l. For intuitively description about G-N law, we plot the 11 cases (including 27 experimental data) of the straight line between the logarithm of the experimental half-lives of proton radioactivity isotopes and Q −1/2 p in Fig. 1 . In this figure, all the cases are perfectly following the G-N law and can be expressed as the form of Eq. (1). Committed to extend this linear relationship to all available proton emitters, Budaca [13] and Sreeja et al . [31] employ the Brown-type empirical formula [33] to determine the contribution of the charge of the daughter nucleus Z d i.e. a particular power value of dependence on Z d . We plot the relationships between the logarithm of the experimental half-life and ξ in the cases of l = 0, 2, 3 and 5 in Fig. 2 . Where ξ = Z 0.8 d / Q p is taken from Ref. [31] . In this circumstance, the Root Mean Square(RMS) deviation of the empirical estimates with respect to the experimental value are found to be 0.301, 0.648, 0.238 and 0.138 corresponding to l = 0, 2, 3 and 5. The results show that a new G-N law can be obtained by considering the contributions of Z d and l according to the Geiger-Nuttall-Brown systematics Here, being based on the form of G-N law [32] , considering the contributions of the orbital angular momentum l and the charge of the daughter nucleus Z d in a unified way and according to the phenomenon in Figs. 1 and 2, we propose a simple formula for proton radioactivity half-life. It is expressed as
The exponent β on the orbital angular momentum l is to determine its effect on the proton radioactivity half-life.
Fitting 44 experimental data of the proton radioactivity half-lives in the ground state and isomeric state, we obtain a set of results as shown in Fig. 3 . While the exponent β is varied from 0.5 to 1.5. In this figure, the best standard deviation is found to occur at the exponent β = 1.0. Now, referenced to Brown-type empirical formula, we propose
Ir (5) Ta (5) L
Ho (3) Lu (2) Eu ( a two-parameters formula for proton radioactivity halflife keeping the exponent of the Z d and l as 0.8 and 1.0, respectively. It is written as
where the parameters corresponding to the best standard deviation are as follow
The standard deviation σ indicating the deviation between the experimental data and calculated ones can be expressed as
(log 10 T calc,i 1/2 − log 10 T expt,i 1/2 ) 2 . We obtain σ between the result calculated by Eq. (13) and the experimental data is 0.397. It means that the calculations of proton radioactivity half-lives can reproduce the half-lives of experimental data well and differ from the experiment data by a factor of 2.49 on average. In this work, the experimental proton radioactivity half-lives, spin and parity are taken from Refs. [9, 24, 35] . The decay energies Q p are given by Eq. (11) with the the mass excess of parent and daughter nuclei taken from Refs. [36, 37] except for 117 La, 140,141 Ho, 144 Tm, 150,151 Lu, 159 Re, 159 Re m , 164 Ir, which are taken from Ref. [9] . The values of orbital angular momentum for 109 I and 177 Tl m are cited from Zedb et al. [24] . For a comparison, the proton radioactivity half-lives are also evaluated using the universal decay law for proton emission (UDLP) from Qi et al. [29] , the CPPM-Guo2013 by Guo et al. [26] analyzed from our previous work [27] and using the modified Gamow-like model from our previous work [25] . The detailed results including this work, the UDLP, the CPPM-Guo2013 and the modified Gamow-like model are given in Table 1 . In this table, the first three columns present the experimental data of the proton emitter, corresponding Q p and l, respectively. The last five columns are the logarithmic half-lives log 10 T 1/2 (s) of the experimental data, and obtained using the four theoretical approaches i.e. Eq. (13), the UDLP, the CPPM-Guo2013 and the modified Gamow-like model denoted as Expt, This work, UDLP, CPPM and Gamow-like, respectively. In addition, the standard deviations σ calculated by Eq. (15) for these calculations i.e. This work, UDLP, CPPM and Gamow-like are listed in Table 2 for comparison. The results of the two empirical formulas (UDLP and Eq. (13)) are better than the results of the two models (CPPM and Gamow-like). Compared to UDLP, our new G-N law slightly improves by 0.427−0.397 0.427 = 7.0%. To obtain further insight into the well of agreement and the systematics of results, we plot the comparison of the calculated half-lives with the experimental data in Fig. 4 . It indicates that the log 10 (T calc 1/2 /T expt 1/2 ) values by this work are generally in the range of ±0.5, corresponding to the proton radioactivity half-lives calculated by Eq. (13) are within a factor of 2.49. In the Fig. 4 , there is a phenomenon that the deviation appears to be uncontinuous around Z = 68. It may be caused by an abrupt change in the Q p values or the nuclear structure of emitters [7, 40] . In order to further demonstrate the significant correlation between the half-lives of proton decay processes and the Q-values of the emitted proton, according to Eq. (13), we plot the quantity [log 10 T expt 1/2 − b]/(Z In the following, as a promotion, we extend the new G-N law to predict the proton radioactivity half-lives of 23 nuclei in region 51 ≤ Z ≤ 91, whose proton radioactivity is energetically allowed or observed but not yet quantified in NUBASE2016 [35] . The results are listed in table 3. In this table, the first five columns present the serial number, proton emitter, corresponding decay energy Q p , the transferred minimum orbital angular momentum l min and the spin-parity transformed from the parent to daughter nuclei, respectively. The last three columns are the logarithmic half-lives log 10 T 1/2 (s) of Eq. (13), the UDLP and the experimental data, denoted as This work, UDLP and Expt, respectively. The spin and parity are taken from the NUBASE2016 [35] , the experimental data of mass excess ∆M p and ∆M d are taken from the AME2016 [36, 37] . Proton radioactive half-life is very sensitive to orbital angular momentum and decay energy, however most of the information J π p → J π d in Table 3 is not unique. In order to reduce the error in predicting half-life, the minimum orbital angular momentum l min and the decay energy Q p are corresponding calculated by Eqs. (10) and (11) . The l min for uncertain nuclei are the theoretically established minimum orbital angular momentum. Some of half-life information log 10 T 1/2 Expt (s) provided by NUBASE2016 is as 104 Sb > 0.827, 105 Sb > 3.049, 108 I > 0.556, 117 La m ≈ −1.989, 172 Au > 0.146 and 172 Au m > −0.260. The above results predicted by our method are all within the range except 108 I. The reason for the deviation of 108 I may be that its orbital angular momentum is not accurate. As for 129 Pm and 171 Ir m , the reason for the high order magnitude of the calculated results may be that Q p is too small. For a comparison, the proton radioactivity half-lives of these nuclei are also predicted using UDLP. The comparison results are presented in Fig. 6 . In this figure, the proton emitters are given in the same order as Table 3 except for 129 Pm and 171 Ir m being not listed. It indicates that the predictions of our new G-N law are consistent with UDLP.
Summary
To summarize, according to the form of Geiger-Nuttall law, considering the contributions of the orbital angular momentum l and the charge of the daughter nuclei Z d in a unified way, we propose the new G-N law i.e. a two-parameter empirical formula of half-life for proton radioactivity. By fitting 44 experimental data of proton emitters in the ground state and isomeric state, we obtain a set of parameters. The results show well agreement between the experimental data and the calculated values. In this sense, we extend the new G-N law to predict proton radioactivity half-lives for 51 ≤ Z ≤ 91 nuclei, whose proton radioactivity is energetically allowed or observed but not yet quantified in NUBASE2016. Furthermore, the predictions of our new G-N law are consistent with UDLP. The formula is very convenient to study proton radioactivity, and could be useful for future experiments. This work is supported in part by the National Natural Table 3 . A comparison of predicted proton radioactivity half-lives of nuclei in region 51 ≤ Z ≤ 91 using Eq. (13) and UDLP. The symbol (m, n) by parent nuclei denote the isomeric state. ′ () ′ means uncertain spin and / or parity. ′ # ′ means values estimated from trends in neighboring nuclides with the same Z and N parities. 
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